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This program is a whirlwind of history and culture. I was able to get an in-
depth look at the architecture of both Korea and Japan in such a short time 
frame. Being a small group of students from both architecture and landscape 
architecture allowed us to tackle everything there was to see and have a great 
time doing so. Many of the architectural ideas and styles that we learned 
about on this trip are now rooted in my own opinions towards architecture. 
Because of this, the sketchbook I have from these travels has become one of 
my most prized possessions and served as a great source of inspiration for my 
thesis. 
 
I originally planned to graduate early but after this trip I knew that I wanted 
to pursue a thesis and stay the full five years. The studio in Korea pushed us to 
think and work beyond the realm of what we usually produced at Penn State. 
This shift in mentality allowed me to explore a new craft and establish a new 
way of making that became the foundation for my undergraduate thesis. 
 
Jackie Nieto 
Korea/Japan (2015)  
 
Our time in Korea and Japan consisted of some of the most unforgettable 
moments of my life. From sacred temples in the mountains, to futuristic 
buildings in the city, we learned about the different techniques that Japan and 
Korea have developed in architecture- We learned about the ancient ways of 
building with wood and the intricate joints that withstand earthquakes to the 
ways steel and glass can go 5 stories underground in modern shopping centers 
and so much more that is uncommon to see in the United States. We also 
attended other classes in Korean History with other students from all over the 
world and went on many field trips and excursions. We became more 
educated on the importance of those countries' histories and their roles in 
the architecture we saw on our excursions.  
 
My favorite part about studying abroad in Korea and Japan through Penn 
State's architecture program was also getting to experience the culture that 
has created such wonderful structures. We tried incredible food, attended 
prayers in temples, visited holy baths, hiked through breathtaking views, met 
local people and were exposed to a different way of life. Our professors Katsu, 
and Marcus are very familiar with the areas we explored, including knowing 
the culture and architecture well and were full of insight and knowledge 
throughout the trip that I am very thankful to have received from them.  It 
was an unforgettable experience that can open one's way of thinking and 



living and impact how one sees things through a different perspective.   I 
would recommend this trip to everyone as it was an experience of a lifetime 
especially for those in the design fields as it was an experience that cannot be 
found in the States and can only make us more open and flexible with the 
limits of design! 
 
 


